NASA's mission crilical Hubble Space Telescope (HST) command
and control system has been re-engineered x,_th commercial-off-theshelffgovernment-off-the-shelf (COTS/GOTS)and minimal custom code.
This paper focuses on the design of this new HST Control Center System (CCS) and the lessc41s learned throughout its development. CCS currently utilizes more than 30 COTS/GOTS products with an additional % million lines of custom glueware code: tile new CCS exceeds the capabilities of the original system while significantly reducing the lines of custom code by more than 50%. The lifecycle of COTS/GOTS products will be examined including tile package selection process, evaluation process, and integration process. The advantages, disadvantages, issues, concerns, and lessons learned for integrating COTS/GOTS into tile NASA's mission critical HST CCS will be examined in detail. This paper will reveal the many hidden costs of COTS/GOTS solutions when compared to traditional custom code development efforts; this paper v, ill show the high cost of COTS/GOTS solutions including training expenses, consulting fees, and long-term maintenance expenses.
Introduction
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is NASA's flagship astronomical observatory.
HST was originally designed in the 1970s and was launched on April 24, 1990 from Space Shuttle Discovery (STS-31). HST continues to be a state-of-the-art telescope due to on-orbit service calls by Space Shuttle astronauts. The telescope is designed to be modular which allows the astronauts to take it apart, replace worn out equipment, and upgrade instruments. These periodic service calls make sure that HST pr¢xluces first-class science using cutting-edge tec|mology.
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The HST is a low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellite. It is located 320 nautical miles above the surface of the Earth. Each day, HST archives between 3 to 5 gigabytes of data and delivers between 10 and 15 gigabytes to astronomers around the world.
HST has a resolving pm_er calculated to be 10 times better than any Earth-based telescope.
The telescope has taken more than 330,000 separate observations and has observed more than 25,000 astronomical targets. 
